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Interaction potentialsof rare gases with metal surfaces are calculated and
compared with experimental data. A local dielectric function formalism
and the density functional method are used in the calculation of the
attractive and repulsive energies respectively. Depth and curvature variations of the potentials suggest a classification into light (He, Ne) and
heavy rare gases. Sensitivity of the results to the model description of the
metal surface electronic density is examined.
KNOWLEDGE of the weak forces of interaction of an
atom or a molecule with a surface is fundamental to the
understanding of physiorption phenomena1’2 (distinguished from chemisorption on the basis of binding
energy magnitudes; on the order of mV for the former
and eV for the latter), to the evaluation of crosssections and scattering characteristics 3’4
of elastic
into theand
calcuelastic atomic
collisions with
surfaces,of adsorption syslations
of thermodynamic
properties
tems expresses as statistical mechanics integrals of
functions of the gas—solid potential for isolated atoms5
and to studies of critical phenomena in physisorption
systems.3’6
In a series of recent publications71°we discussed
local and non-local theories of physisorption and calculated interaction potentials for He on a variety of metals.
In this paper we extend the theory for the evaluation of
interaction energies of other rare gases with metal surfaces. The results of our calculations suggest a classification of the rare gases, following their interaction
characteristics (depth and curvature of the interaction
potential), into light (He, Ne) and heavy (Ar, Kr, Xe)
rare gases. Examination of available scattering and adsorption data and preliminary calculations employing
our potentials indicate that such a classification may
apply to a large number of properties of rare gas—metal
surface systems.
Physisorption is considered as a weak-coupling
interaction which does not involve charge rearrangment
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or other chemical transformation. The total interaction
energy U(d), of an atom separated from a surface by a
distance d, is written as a sum of an attraction (Van der
Waals) energy Evw(d), and a repulsion energy E
1~(d),
Ud~ =
E ~ +E d
—

‘ ‘

Vw’~ I

R

The Van
derelectrostatic
Waals energy,
which contains
exchange,
correlation
and
contributions,9
originates
from the response of the atom to the random fluctuations of the electromagnetic field in the solid. The solid
is considered here as a uniform continuous medium due
to the long wavelengths of the field fluctuations. In
previous studies7~0we emphasized the importance of
an accurate description of the atomic frequency response in the evaluation of the interaction. While such
information is relatively easy to obtain for He, it is more
difficult for the other rare gases. Consequently, in
the following calculations we have used an approximate
expression for the attractive interaction. In the local dielectric function formulation the Van der Waals energy
can be written as
Evw(d)

f(E)

=

J

W~/\/2 dE fiE~EE(E + w~/~/2)]~, (2a)
8d
~ f~(E—

~) + f~(E),

(2b)

where w~,is the plasma frequency of the metal substrate, w~andf
1 are discrete atomic transition frequencies and oscillator strengths respectively, and f~
is the
oscillator strength of transition to the continuum.
Defining an “average” transition frequency
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Fig. 1. Modified Thomas—Fermi radial distribution functions for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe.

-

~

Zeff(WpI\/2)
+ ~pI’sJ2)~

(3)

where x = r/~.z,p = 0.8853Z~3andZ is the atomic number. Xis a variational parameter [seeequation (5.14) in
reference 16] and ~A,TF is given by
=

=

9.553 x l02(Z/ji)312[~(x)/x]312
for Z4(x)> i
0

otherwise

Kr

I6

(5)

where ~(x) is a universal function of x [see reference ~
equation (5)]. The radial charge distributions [D(r) =
4lrr2nA(r)] obtained from the above expressions, for Ne,
Ar, Kr and Xe are shown in Fig. 1, (the cut-off radii

6

7
d

The repulsion energy is given in our model by the
change in the electronic kinetic energy of the combined
system upon the approach of the atom to the surface.
Using the energy expression of the density functional
formalism, expanded to first-order in a series of density
gradients,’4 yields an expression for the repulsion energy
in terms of the electron densities of the isolated atom
and metal surface. In the evaluation of the atomic charge
density ~A, we have used the Thomas—Fermi potential
function proposed by Latter15 with the modification
due to March16 to include exchange. The atomic charge
density is given as
flA(X) = XnATF(x),
(4)

flA,TF(X)

/
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I
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Fig. 2. Interaction potentials of rare gases with Be
~
= 19 eV). The He results were obtained as described in reference 9. Values of the static atomic polarizabilities used in the calculations: 2.6424, 10.9875,
16.6161, and 27.0306 (ag) for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe respectively. An approximate model2’ of the metal electronic density was used with $3 = 1.26 a.u:’ Note variations in characteristics of the potentials between He,
Ne and Ar, Kr and Xe.

for the other rare gases’~),a good approximation~to
the integral in equation (2) is given by
WZ(WZ

~

I

= (ZefSa)L12, where a is the static polarizabiity and
Zeft the number of valence electrons for which the
f-sum rule is essentially exhausted (Zeff = 2 for He and 6

8d3
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I

defined in equation (5) are: 1.726, 2.094,2.494 and
2.694 a.u., respectively).
The electron density at the surface region of a
metal decreases rapidly oscillating inside the solid
(Friedel oscillations) and spreading into the vacuum, decaying to zero over a distance of atomic dimension.17
Recent studies have demonstrated the sensitivity of
surface properties (work function and surface energy17’18
and surface plasmons19’~),to the electron density profile at the surace region. In our previous calculations we
have used an approximate form2’ (extended Thomas—
Fermi method) for the electron density, [seeequation
I

.

‘

(3.15) in reference 9]. As discussed by Lang18 this
approximation is expected to apply better to quantities
whose values are obtained by an integration over the
entire surface-region electron distribution. At distances
typical to physisorption (-‘- 5 a.u.) the atom-surface
repulsion is expected to be sensitive mostly to details of
the “vacuum tail” of the metal electron density.
Comparisons of calculated binding energies and equilibrium distances (see Table 1), where we have used the
approximate and a self-consistent17 electron densities
demonstrate the sensitivity of our results to the description of the electron distribution at the surface
region.
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Table 1. Binding energies and equilibrium distances for rare gases on metals
System*
Ne/Pt
Ne/Ag
Ar/Cu
Ar/Zn
Ar/Ni
Ar/W
Ar/Pt
Kr/Ag
Kr/Pt
*

—

Ue~p

(lO3Hartree)
0.526
0.351
3.332
2.503
1.103
2.869
2.105
2.232
3.364

Ref.

—

U (sc)
(lO3Hartree)

deq
(a.u~)

26
33
26
26
34
28a
26
31
26

0.398
0.462
1.863
2.984
1.830
1.713
1.857
2.490
1.960

6.0
5.4
4.7
3.0
5.1
5.3
5.2
4.8
5.7

—

U (nsc)
(l03Hartree)

deq

0.287
0.392
1.303
1.710
1.194
1.092
1.223
1.964
1.378

6.9
6.0
5.7
5.2
6.2
6.4
6.1
5.6
6.6

(a.u.)

Polarizabiities of the rare gases as in caption to Fig. 2. Values of the metal plasma frequencies (wy) and the
variational parameters ($3) as given in Table I of reference 9.

Finally, anticipating the following discussion of our
calculations, we should note that while qualitative
characteristics and trends are predicted by our theory
for the interaction with metal surfaces for atoms in the
series He to Xe, we found it of quantitative value for the
interaction of He, Ne and Ar and in some cases Kr. The
chemical nature of Xe is well known.22 Considering the
large polarizabilities and charge distributions of Xe and
Kr it is expected that they will participate in an interaction of chemical nature with a metal substrate. Under
these circumstances, weak coupling approximations are
inadequate and a self-consistent treatment (or a variant
thereof) of the combined atom-surface system is required.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The method described above was used by us to
calculate the interaction potentials between rare gases
and a variety of metals. The results shown in Fig. 2 serve
to illustrate some general characteristics of our results,
(to facilitate comparison with our previous results for
He physisorption, we used a non self-consistent metal
electronic density). Evident from the results are the
marked differences in magnitude and curvature of the
potentials for He and Ne and those for Ar, Kr and Xe,
which lead to their classification as light and heavy rare
gases, respectively. The curvature of the potentials exhibits an increase in “stiffness” (a consequence of the
repulsion) for the heavy gases compared to the light
ones. These results indicate that the normal component
of the potential-surface for the motion of an atom incident on a metal is rather shallow for the light gases,
turning progressively deeper for the heavy gases. The
classification of rare gas scattering from metals into a
quasielastic, inelastic and trapping dominated regimes
and the trends in the estimated trapping probabilities

obtained from the experimental data,23 correlate with
our results. The differences in the interaction characteristics of atoms in the two classes are reflected also in the
eigenstate spectra derived from our calculated potentials.
The above suggest the possibility of observing “bound
state resortances” (selective adsorption24) in the elastic
scattering intensity of rare gases from metals. Since the
increase in the number of bound states and their density in the series He to Xe, is accompanied by an increase
in the probability of inelastic processes, the need for
efficient velocity selectors in atom-surface scattering experiments is emphasized.25 Finally, we observe that
contrary to the “sum-of-radii” rule, the atom-surface
equilibrium distance decreases in the series He, Ne, Ar
followed by a slight increase for Kr and Xe, and is larger
than the sum of radii of the gas and metal atoms. Note,
that in the jellium construction the surface plane is
located half an interplanar spacing in front of the outermost lattice plane,18 (see also discussion in reference 9).
In Table 1 we display results of our calculations,
employing two models for the metal surface electronic
density [non self-consistent2’ (nsc), and self-consistent’7
(sc)] In comparing our results to available experimental
data we should note that the most direct way of measurin physisorption binding energies is the calorimetric
method, but even here a large estimated error of —~40%
is stated.26 The other experimental approaches which
include: studies in field emission,27’28 atomic scattering4’25 and desorption,29 determination of equation of
state via work function and LEED intensity measurements,30 isotherms derived from ellipsometry data3’ and
time of flight measurements,32 all provide an indirect
measure of the binding energies, yielding results which
are susceptible to large errors. Finally, we remark on the
sensitivity of the calculations to the model description of
the metal surface and the overall good agreement between the theoretical values obtained by employing a selfconsistent electronic density and the experimental data.
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